


Esther Weissberg looked around. The room was pitch black. Confused, she looked down at her 

legs. She was sitting in a metal folding chair. She was still wearing the sparkling purple leotard and 

fishnet leggings she remembered putting on an hour earlier. Esther looked back up. Across from her 

was another folding chair – empty, and perfectly lit despite the black void.

As Esther stared at the empty folding chair, a being walked into her peripheral vision. The being 

was human shaped and wearing a well-fitted suit, but everything else about their appearance was 

imperceptible. The being turned the folding chair so its back was facing Esther. The being then sat in 

the chair backwards, putting a hand to their chin.

“So...” said the being.

“I'm dead,” said Esther, with a sunken voice. “That's what this all is. You're... an Angel of Death.”

The Angel nodded. “I don't suppose you remember how you died?”

Esther shook her head. “No, I don't. Do... you know?”

“It was a truck,” said the Angel. “A 16-wheeler, to be precise.”

“Figures...”

The being took out a brick-like cell phone from their jacket pocket. The screen was blinding, its 

light piercing through the dark void.

“Unfortunately, the world to come isn't quite ready yet,” said the Angel. “We should be finished 

setting it up in the next couple millennia. In the meantime, would you rather wait here, or be 

reincarnated in another world?”

“Reincarnated? Like, I'm reborn as a baby with the same soul, but new memories?” said Esther. 

“S-sorry, I'm just trying to process all this...”

“If you prefer to not keep your mind, body...”

“Uh... no! I don't want that!” shouted Esther. “Uh, send my body and mind over to this other world

too, if you can!”



“Very well,” said the Angel of Death. “Your body, mind, and soul will be sent over to another 

world, and everything else will be waiting here for the next time you die.”

“Wait, what else-” started Esther, before noticing that she was staring at a concrete wall.

Esther sighed and attempted to get her bearings together. She was on the ground, in a puddle of 

water. There were concrete walls to either side. She was in an alleyway. Esther groaned as she felt the 

cool liquid on her body – the Angel had neglected to send over her clothes. Esther slowly stood up to 

her full 5'1” height. As she turned around, she saw a pile of garbage bags. One of the bags was leaking, 

creating a greenish-brown puddle on the ground. Esther looked down at the green sludge all over the 

left side of her body and groaned. She probably smelled awful – not exactly conducive to meeting new 

people in this world.

Sounds of movement from around the corner, outside of the alleyway. In a panic, Esther covered 

herself and ducked behind the trash bags. A woman with blue hair and a tiara skated into view.

“Uh... hey! You!” shouted Esther. The blue-haired woman turned to look at the white-haired one. 

“Your clothes. Give them to me, now!”

The blue-haired woman squinted her eyes, slowly backing away from the alleyway.

“Uh, I mean...” started Esther, “I, uh... woke up in this alleyway with my clothes missing. Do 

you... think I could borrow yours? If, uh, you don't mind going in your underwear.”

The woman with the tiara stared at Esther, seemingly sizing her up. “Wait here,” said the blue-

haired woman.

The skater skated away. Esther sat still, crouched behind the trash bags. Soon, the woman was 

back. She was carrying a large picnic blanket. The blue-haired woman tossed the blanket into the 

alleyway, and turned her back. Esther reached up, grabbing the blanket. She quickly wrapped the picnic

blanket around herself, and stepped out of the alleyway.

Esther looked around in awe as the sun shone on her face. Every building in the city was twisted in

bizarre and abstract shapes, and there were beautiful marble statues lining the streets. Across from her 

was a public skate park, full of beautiful women. If Esther had believed in heaven, she would have 



assumed she had gone there. Esther looked up at her rescuer with what must have been the goofiest 

grin imaginable.

“So, uh, do you know where any hotels might be, miss...”

The blue-haired woman looked down at Esther with confusion. “It's... Zaxaty. Zaxaty Go,” said the

woman tentatively. “Do... do you not recognize me?”

“I'm, uh, kind of new around here.”

Zaxaty scratched her pointed chin. “I see... well, the best hotel in the kingdom is the Doveca 

Grand. But, uh... it doesn't look like you have any money on you,” said the woman sheepishly. “If you 

want... you can stay with me until you're back on your feet? My guest just left this morning, so I should

have room for you.”

“Th-that would be amazing!” beamed Esther. “Thank you so much!”

“Follow me,” said Zaxaty with a blank expression.

Zaxaty skated up the hill. Esther ran to keep up, clutching the blanket around her.

“So, uh, what was with that weird accent you were doing when you told me to... give you my 

clothes?” asked Zaxaty. “Did you, like, hit your head or something?”

“Uh... yeah, that's probably it.”

The two approached a small castle with warped architecture. Zaxaty skated up to the doors of the 

castle, taking out a large pink key.

“W-wait,” stuttered Esther. “Is this... where you live?!”

“Uh... yes,” responded Zaxaty, opening the door. “I'm actually the princess of this kingdom. Erm... 

this way.”

Zaxaty led Esther through the halls of the castle, until they reached a bedroom. The bed was red 

and heart shaped, and there were stuffed animals all over the room. There was a large picture mirror 

over the dresser, and nearby stood a blank canvas and some painting supplies. There was a wooden 



door to the left that seemingly led into a bathroom.

“There should be some spare clothes in the dresser,” said the princess. “Erm... after you take a 

shower.”

Esther winced. “Right. So, uh, this is a nice guest room!”

“Uh, actually, this is my room,” replied Zaxaty. “Or rather... it's the only bedroom in the castle. I'll, 

uh, see you after you're changed.”

“Ah, sure,” said the white-haired woman. “By the way, uh, my name's Esther. Esther Weissberg.”

Zaxaty paused. “Interesting name.”

The princess skated off as Esther stepped into the bathroom. The master bathroom was massive – 

bigger than the apartment Esther grew up in back in New York. Tile and pink marble covered the scene,

and there were wall-to-wall mirrors. The shower was large enough to fit a minivan. Esther draped the 

picnic blanket over a nearby hangar, and stepped into the shower.

After she was pretty sure she got all the garbage juice off, Esther left the steaming shower. She was

greeted by a pile of aquamarine towels that she was pretty sure weren't there when she got in. Esther 

dried herself off, and stepped back into the bedroom. She walked around the bed to the dresser and 

opened up a drawer, before quickly closing it and moving onto another drawer. Soon enough, Esther 

was in a new set of clothes – a pink top with a dog printed on it, and a blue pair of shorts. Esther had a 

larger frame than Zaxaty, so the clothes didn't fit perfectly, but they were better than nothing. As Esther 

put on the shorts, she noticed a pair of coins in the left side pocket. Examining the coins, Esther noticed

that one was pentagonal, the other was triangular – and both had an image of a man with sunglasses 

etched into one side. Esther was bewildered by the sunglasses man, but put the coins back in her pocket

nonetheless.

Esther left the room and wandered down the halls until she saw a plume of steam coming from a 

nearby room. She entered the room and saw a delicious-looking pot of soup in the middle of a small 

dining room table. There were two bowls at the table, with Zaxaty sitting in front of one of the bowls. 

Zaxaty stared at her empty bowl in silence, tears welling up in her eyes. Esther nervously sat in front of

the other bowl, and began to serve herself some soup.



“Uh, Princess?” said Esther. “I... I really want to thank you for everything you've done so far. It's 

been a real help-”

“I'm so sorry,” said Zaxaty solemnly.

“Um... what?”

“I realized I forgot to give you towels, so I went back in the room, and I... I saw them.”

“Oh! You saw me... well, don't worry about it. Really, I'm not bothered that you saw me nude in 

the-”

“Dang it, tell me the bastard who did that to you!” yelled Zaxaty, clutching Esther's sleeve. “I'll 

have them executed, no questions asked!”

“P-pardon?”

“Y-your ears!” shouted Zaxaty, tears now gushing from her eyes. “They were mutilated by... by 

some creep!”

“I... oh! Uh... no, I was just born with ears like this. It's an, uh... genetic defect. Uhh... out of 

curiosity, what are my ears supposed to look like?”

The princess wiped away her tears. With her other hand, she brushed away the hair on the right 

side of her head. A long, pointed ear was visible – sticking out almost four inches horizontally from the 

side of Zaxaty's head.

“Huh. Not sure how I didn't notice that earlier.”

“Yeah, they're usually not rendered...” said Zaxaty, brushing her hair back into place. “I'm... sorry I

overreacted. I just... I've never heard of a case like yours.”

“Oh, uh, it's ok!” giggled Esther as Zaxaty served herself food. “It's sweet of you to be concerned!”

Soon enough, the two began eating their soup. The soup wasn't quite as delicious as Esther had 

imagined – but it was a hot meal, and she was appreciative of that much.



“So, uh,” said Zaxaty. “What do you do for a living? Back where you're from, that is.”

“Oh!” said Esther. “I'm an illusionist!”

“Oh, wow, cool!” exclaimed Zaxaty. “What's an illusionist?”

“Uh... it's someone who performs magic on stage!”

Zaxaty gasped. “You're a magic user? That's awesome! I think there are only a couple other magic 

users that have stayed here... so, what kind of magic do you do?”

Esther scratched her chin with her right hand as she stuck her left hand into her pocket. “Hmm...” 

said Esther. “All right, how about this?”

Esther reached behind Zaxaty's right twin-tail with her left hand, and pulled out the golden, 

pentagonal coin she had found in her pocket earlier. She handed the coin to Zaxaty, who stared at the 

piece of metal in awe.

“Th-this is a coin! A real coin! And you summoned it out of thin air!” shouted Zaxaty. “Do... do 

you use up energy maintaining the illusion? If I spent this coin right now, would it disappear?”

“Uh, no, it wouldn't disappear,” said Esther. “That coin is yours to keep, forever!”

Zaxaty stared at the coin, wide-eyed. “Th-that's incredible! I assume there's a condition that you 

have to do this out of sight of anyone else, and you can only manifest small amounts at one time, but... 

still, actual, legal tender! I've got half a mind to call the army on you!”

“Ha ha, please don't. But, you know... that's not the only sort of magic I can do...”

Esther picked her cloth napkin off of her lap, and placed it on top of her unused fork. She waved 

her right hand over the cloth napkin for a brief moment, before whipping the napkin away. The fork 

was gone.

“Y-you can make matter completely vanish! That's not a technique thing – those are two 

completely discrete forms of magic! That's super duper rare!”

“People doing two magic tricks are rare?” chuckled Esther, gently lowering the fork to the ground 



with her feet. “That's nothing. Where I come from, professional illusionists like me can perform dozens

if not hundreds of varieties of magic!”

Zaxaty's jaw dropped to the floor. “Lumpy. H. Bacca.” said Zaxaty. “That's... that's the most 

incredible thing I've ever heard! If it's not too personal... what happened to you that made you become a

magic user?”

Esther folded her arms and thought for a moment. “When I was... a teenager,” said Esther. “I... 

didn't fit in very much. Most of the kids at school didn't like me, and even my own parents pretended I 

didn't exist. The only one who ever looked out for me was my brother, Kayin. My magic... was a way 

for me to escape from the world. Especially, like, performing magic in a public park... it made me feel 

like people could actually like me, y'know?”

Zaxaty nodded. “Interesting... I would have assumed, from the types of magic you used, that pain 

was the primary source of your magic, not loneliness...”

“Well, I'd say there was some pain there?” said Esther. “If feeling like you're a fundamentally 

broken person counts as pain. Uh, you see... I don't know if this means anything to you, but, uh... I was 

the type of girl who would write about other girls in her diary.”

Zaxaty sighed. “Your friends all shunned you for having a crush on one of those chainsaw-

murdering ladies in the movies, huh? Yeah, we've all been there...”

“Uh... no. None of the girls I crushed on were chainsaw murderers.”

“Investment bankers?”

“Definitely not.”

“So, let me get this straight,” said Zaxaty, clasping her hands together. “You were hated by your 

friends and family for... completely normal crushes? On completely normal girls?!”

“...I think one of them played the ukelele?”

“Ah, well, that's understandable.” said Zaxaty, leaning back into her seat. “Anyway, I can do magic

too, but it's nowhere near as cool as yours. My magic just lets me be a master at a bunch of different 



kinds of art. Mine's from disgust – I got it after my mother's funeral as a kid.”

“Oh, that's awful!” said Esther. “But, uh, I'm not sure being good at art qualifies as a magic trick.”

“Heh. Where you're from it probably doesn't.” chuckled Zebugu. The princess looked back down 

at her bowl of soup and sighed.

“...What's wrong?” asked Esther.

“Nothing, it's just... I kinda hoped having dinner with you would take my mind off things, but all 

this talk of crushes... brought me back to reality.”

“Oh, I'm so sorry!” said Esther. “Is there someone you have a crush on?”

The princess nodded. “Her name is Mizuki Sato. I met her towards the end of May, and early this 

month we went on a date where... I kissed her. But... I haven't been able to move forward with her, no 

matter how hard I've tried. Like, just last week I invited her over to play The Official Super Galaxy 

Knights Deluxe R Tabletop Role Playing Game, download for free now, but she spent the whole time 

trying to figure out the rules and barely noticed my new perfume. I just feel like... there's nothing I can 

do to get her attention.”

“Well, I- wait, hold on. This world has a month called 'May', and your crush is named 'Mizuki 

Sato'?”

“Yeah?”

“But you're named 'Zaxaty'?”

“It's pronounced 'Zaxaty'.”

“But, like... never mind. Anyway, if you kissed on the first date, she at least thought she was into 

you at the time. Are you worried she's second guessing herself?”

“Well, uh... we were kind of blindfolded that date. I sorta took a peek, but she has no idea I was the

one she was kissing.”

“I see.”



“I... I don't know what to do!” wailed Zaxaty, crying into her hands. “I just feel this pit in my 

stomach because I know we would be perfect together but I just... can't figure out how to say so, and 

it's eating me up inside! I tried opening commissions again, but even that didn't take my mind off 

things!”

The white-haired woman stared into her soup. “Hmm... wait, I've got it!”

“What?”

“When I do shows, I often notice new couples coming as dates, and I have a few tricks that I use 

that are designed for giving those couples a memorable time. I could put on a show, and use my magic 

to bring the two of you together!”

“Th-that's a great idea! Thank you so much!”

“Only issue is, my brother is usually in charge of my costumes and equipment for the show. I know

how everything comes together, but I'm not all that great at the handiwork stuff. Hmm... say, you're 

good at art, right? Are you also good at sewing?”

Zaxaty put a peace sign up to her eyes. “As a matter of fact, I love putting together new fashions! I 

even designed one of Mizuki's favorite outfits! Though, I don't think she... realizes it.”

“What about set building for theater? Metalworking?”

“Yup, I've got your back there too!”

“All right, perfect! Do you have a pen and paper?”

Zaxaty got up and excitedly skated over to the kitchen sink. She grabbed a pencil and a pad of 

paper off of a pin, and handed it to the magician. Esther turned past a few pages of still lifes, and began

to sketch.

“Now, I'm going to need everything I draw here to be built to exact specifications...”

Esther Weissberg was lying in bed, facing away from the near-stranger with blue hair next to her. 



She stared into the mirror over the dresser. Her face seemed odd – she was tired, for sure, but she 

looked more alive than she had been in a long time. Esther smiled and was about to close her eyes 

when a hand touched her on the back.

“Esther?” asked Zaxaty. “Am I... being selfish?”

“Uh... in what way?” responded Esther sleepily.

“It's just... you've spent so much time and effort helping me with my problems, and I haven't done 

anything to help with yours.”

“Pardon?”

“Yesterday, you woke up naked in an alleyway with no memory of how you got there, right?! 

You've done so much work helping me get together with Mizuki, but I haven't done anything to help 

you figure out your mystery!”

“Oh. Well... we can figure that out after the show, ok? Now, go to sleep, your worshipfulness. 

We've got a big day tomorrow.”

“Still not sure why you're calling me that, but... ok. Good night, Esther.”

The two turned back away from each other, falling into a deep slumber.

Esther stepped towards Kayin Weissberg, as he stood in the middle of the road with a walkie talkie.

“Are you sure about this, Esther?” said the relatively tall man.

“Absolutely,” replied his white-haired sister. “Trust me, this act is what will really give us our big 

break!”

“You're good!” shouted Kayin in the walkie talkie. The massive 16-wheeler truck came to a stop in

the middle of the street. A camera on a crane swung past, filming the cheering audience behind the 

nearby barricades. Kayin nudged Esther in the side, and motioned towards the woman operating the 

crane camera.



“So, whose hotel room do you think that cute camera operator is ending up in tonight?” taunted 

Kayin. “The master magician, or her lowly assistant?”

“Oh, don't talk like that!” pouted Esther. “I don't think you're a 'lowly assistant' at all! We're equal 

partners in this operation – you should know that! Now, come on, let's get into costume.”

Lunchtime in Hevuga Village. Mizuki Sato stepped out from the confines of Farms R We, carrying

a bottle of water and a large sandwich. She walked a few paces to the nearby Hevuga Park, and sat 

down on a bench. Mizuki was only a few bites into her sandwich when she noticed a woman sit down 

next to her. Mizuki turned to see Princess Governor Zaxaty Go – wearing a pair of all-terrain roller 

skates. The blue-haired woman was texting something on her cell phone.

“Zaxaty?” said Mizuki. “Is that you?”

The princess looked up from her phone. “Oh, Mizuki!” exclaimed Zaxaty. “Fancy seeing you 

here!”

“Uh, yeah, I live here. What are you doing in Hevuga Village?”

“Oh, you know, just checking up with all my subjects!”

“Wait, do you even have any authority over Hevuga Village?”

“Uh... future subjects!”

“Come again?”

A sound of trumpets pierced through the exchange. Mizuki and Zaxaty turned to look and saw a 

massive horse-drawn carriage, driven by a green-haired woman wearing roller skates. Speakers covered

every side of the carriage, and were playing a triumphant fanfare. Soon, the carriage was stopped in the

middle of Hevuga Park. A curious crowd gathered next to the carriage, including both Mizuki and the 

princess. A pair of curtains on the side of the carriage flew open, revealing a stage with a small table, a 

comfortable-looking chair, a board covered with a cloth, and a large tank filled with water. With a puff 

of smoke, Esther appeared in the center of the stage. She wore a purple leotard with the shoulders cut 

off, fishnet leggings, black high heels, white earrings shaped like six-pointed stars, and a purple top hat 



adorned with eight white roses.

“Good afternoon, everyone!” boomed Esther. “My name is White Rose! For the next hour, prepare 

to be amazed, mystified, confused, and befuddled!”

“Do you have a permit to perform here?!” shouted a woman wearing a bow tie in the crowd.

Esther grinned. “Well, ma'am, I believe if you check in the branches of that tree next to you...”

The woman with the bow tie reached into the tree, and pulled out a rolled up piece of paper. She 

unfurled the paper and gasped. “It's... it's a permit all right! And it's signed by Governor Ancestral Tree 

himself!”

Gasps of “Wow!” and “I didn't even know he had a signature!” fluttered throughout the audience 

as White Rose took a bow.

“Now, for my first act-”

“Do you have a tips jar?” said an older woman in the audience.

“Uh... no tips required, my friends! I do this purely out of love of the game!”

The crowd murmured out of discomfort. “I don't think I wanna watch if I can't support her...” 

muttered a younger man with long, red hair.

Esther closed her eyes and sighed. She took off her top hat and dropped it into the grass in front of 

her, perfectly landing it upside-down. A few people in the front of the crowd tossed coins into the hat as

Esther took a bottle of wine and a crystal goblet out from underneath the table.

“Now... my first act is going to make you wish you all had magic powers!” announced White Rose.

She placed the wine bottle on the table, and stepped over the chair with her goblet. She sat down in the 

chair and placed the goblet on the arm rest.

“For instance, say you're at home, and you've just curled up with a nice book...” said White Rose, 

pulling a book out from between the chair cushions. She opened the book with her left hand and 

appeared to read it, as she curled into a ball and subtly touched her right foot with her right hand.



“Hm. How erudite. But wait! I'm curled up with this book, but now I have nothing to drink! I could

get up, but... I'm so tired...” White Rose let out a dramatic yawn, and began stretching out her limbs. As

she stretched, the bottle of wine gently floated from the table, until it landed in her right hand. With a 

look of surprise, White Rose pulled herself back into a sitting position, and poured a little wine into the 

goblet. She took a drink of the wine as the audience burst into applause.

“Thank you, thank you,” said White Rose. She stepped over to center stage, and returned the props

to the space under the table. “Now, for my next act, I'll need two volunteers from the audience...”

Dozens of villagers in the crowd raised their hands and started shouting. White Rose giggled. 

“Let's go with... the blonde woman, and the blue-haired woman next to her!”

A couple in the audience gasped excitedly and stepped towards the stage. “Uh, no, not you,” said 

White Rose hurriedly. “I meant the ones behind you.”

Another couple in the audience pointed at themselves. Esther sighed. She pulled the goblet out 

from under the table, and began running her finger around the edge. The magician held the goblet up to

her ear as a resonant tune rung out from the stage.

“Wait, the spirits trapped within the wine glass are speaking to me! They... they're giving me two 

names! Zaxaty Go... and Mizuki Sato! Mizuki, Zaxaty, are you here?”

“Wow, those spirits know our names!” exclaimed Mizuki. “That's incredible! Come on, Zaxaty, 

let's get up there!”

White Rose pulled a twisted band of metal, a small hourglass, and a stool out from under her table 

as Mizuki and Zaxaty took to the stage.

“Mizuki, please raise your right arm into the air. Zaxaty, please raise your left.”

The two women complied. White Rose stepped onto the stool and dropped the metal band onto 

their raised arms.

“Now, please hold hands with those raised arms.”

The volunteers did as they were told. White Rose stepped off the stool, and over to the table where 



the small timepiece stood.

“You have two minutes to figure out a way to get that metal band off – without letting go of each 

other's hands,” said White Rose as she flipped the glass. “Begin!”

Zaxaty began shaking her arm around, trying desperately to unlink the loops in the metal band.

“This is one of my favorite tricks for couples,” chuckled Esther internally, “The only way to get 

that band off is to pull each other in close and work it around your whole body – some get embarrassed

initially, but solving the puzzle really helps break-”

Suddenly, there was a deafening wrenching sound. Shards of metal flew to the ground with a 

clatter. Esther Weissberg looked up from the broken prop and saw that Mizuki's bicep muscles were 

roughly fifteen times thicker than they had been just a moment prior.

“I... what the heck?!” thought Esther as Mizuki's arms returned to a more reasonable size. “She... 

she destroyed that solid steel band just by flexing! I couldn't even imagine doing that, and I can rip a 

phone book in half!”

“Uh... congratulations, volunteers!” said White Rose. “Now, come over to my table for this next 

illusion...”

Mizuki and Zaxaty stepped over to the table as White Rose placed a deck of playing cards, two 

permanent markers, and a small wastebasket on it. White Rose fanned out the deck of playing cards, 

leaving them face down on the table.

“Now, I would like each of you to pick a card from the deck. Show it to the audience and to each 

other, but not to me – I will have my back turned.”

Mizuki and Zaxaty each pulled a card and showed it around. Mizuki had drawn the Ace of Hearts, 

and Zaxaty had drawn the Queen of Hearts.

“Now, if you will,” said White Rose, with her back still turned, “take one of the markers on the 

table and sign your names on your cards.”

The two women did so. Zaxaty's signature was an intricate design involving her initials and a cross



through the middle. Mizuki's signature was just her name, with what she was pretty sure she 

remembered cursive looking like.

“Now, one last step before the trick – I need you all to tear up your cards,” said White Rose. “Just 

destroy the cards as much as you can, and throw the pieces in the-”

Suddenly, there was a loud FOOM, and a sound of crackling. White Rose turned around and saw 

that Mizuki had lit her hand on fire. Zaxaty dropped the scraps of her card into the wastebasket, and 

Mizuki dropped her flaming ashes on top.

“...Right,” said White Rose. “Well, uh, while we wait for... something, let's move on to our next 

act!”

White Rose stepped over to the board and pulled the cloth off of it. There were a set of images 

pinned to the board – an eyeball, a heart, a sheep, a picture of actor Zach Braff, a speech bubble, a cup 

with brown liquid, and a stop sign with a large X crossed over it.

“Each picture on this board represents a word or sound – Mizuki, your job is to interpret the 

pictures to find the secret, mystical message within!” shouted White Rose. “Zaxaty, please, come over 

here!”

Zaxaty stepped over to the table. White Rose placed a small black box on the table, before 

revealing a long chain and a cartoonishly massive padlock.

“Mizuki, your timer for this puzzle will not be an hourglass like last time. Instead, your timer for 

the challenge will be... me. Zaxaty, please bind me in these chains as tight as you can, and use the 

padlock to lock me in.”

Zaxaty wrapped the heavy chains around White Rose, and locked the padlock through four of the 

chain links. She gave the chains a tug afterwards, as if to prove that they were locked properly.

“Now, if you will, lead me over to the tank...”

Zaxaty held onto White Rose's shoulder as the two moved behind the tank of water. White Rose 

stepped onto a metal plate, which raised using hydraulics. Soon, White Rose was standing on the edge 

of the water tank.



“Mizuki, if you can solve the puzzle on the board before I escape from my chains and the tank of 

water – you will win the prize inside that small box on the table! But if I escape before you finish the 

puzzle, you go home with nothing! Zaxaty, your job is to make sure...”

White Rose trailed off as she felt a breeze to her left. She turned and saw Mizuki floating next to 

her, seemingly on thin air.

“Aha!” shouted Mizuki. “I thought something was up. There's a tiny key hidden in your earring! 

You know, it's not very nice to cheat!”

Mizuki grabbed the earring and pulled out the tiny key. Esther gasped as she slipped off the 

platform and into the water.

A truck barreled towards White Rose – but she was not afraid. She had already gotten loose from 

the chains around her. She looked up at Kayin in the driver's seat – a determined expression on her 

brother's face. She looked forward at the false grill on the front of the 16 wheeler. A stoic expression on

her face, White Rose passed harmlessly through the painted foam boards. Soon, White Rose was under 

the chassis of the truck – staring down a plywood board with nails hammered through it that had been 

attached to the bottom of the trucks just minutes prior.

Esther Weissberg gasped for air. She looked around, stunned. Mizuki Sato was floating in front of 

her – holding her up by the chains.

“Hey! Did ya hear me? I said I solved the puzzle!”

“Uh- huh?”

“It was real easy when I got down to it. Only took me five minutes! The answer is – Eyeball Heart 

Sheep Zach Braff Talk Soda No-Stop!”

“Uh... yeah, that's right.”

“Awesome, I won the prize!”



Mizuki dropped down to the ground. Esther shook her head, and attempted to climb out of the 

tank.

“Oh, sick! A diamond ring!” shouted Mizuki, as Esther flopped to the ground behind her. “Now I 

don't need a present for Mr. Enetoro's birthday!”

“Uh huh, that's nice. Anyway, if you could, uh, take your seats.”

Mizuki and Zaxaty hopped off the stage. Esther picked her hat off the grass, and placed it on her 

sopping head.

“Anyway, uh, that's all for the show. Go home now.”

Esther shambled over to one of the walls and banged her elbow into it. The curtains closed, and the

woman behind the horses began driving away. Mizuki stared at her prize as the carriage exited town. 

Suddenly, Zaxaty face-palmed.

“Oh, shoot!” shouted Zaxaty. “That was my ride home! Ugh, I'm gonna need to call a fantasy 

taxi... but... agh, I forgot my cell at home!”

“Oh, man, that sucks,” said Mizuki. “Uh... I think WcDavid's has a phone? So, we could try there, 

maybe grab a bite to eat while we're at it?”

Zaxaty looked at Mizuki, her eyes glittering. “Yeah, I... I'd like that.”

Hand in hand, the two women turned to the nearby chicken restaurant. They both took a deep 

breath, before walking and skating away.


